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Abstract
Photons interact with each other in condensed matter through the same mechanism that forms
Cooper pairs in superconductors – the exchange of virtual phonons [PRL 119, 193603 (2017)]. It is
however unclear which consequences of this interaction will be observable and potentially lead to
further analogy with superconductivity. We investigate the energy, momentum and production rate
of correlate Stokes-anti-Stokes (SaS) photons in diamond and other transparent media, experiencing
properties akin to those of electronic Cooper pairs. The rate of correlated SaS production depends
on the energy shifts of the pair, which in the BCS theory determines whether there should be an
attractive or repulsive interaction. With this view, we only observe correlated SaS in the case of
attractive interactions. While traditional photon-phonon collisions scatter light in all directions, the
correlated SaS photons follow the same path as the noninteracting laser. The observed correlated
SaS photon pairs are rare, but our model indicates paths to achieve higher interaction energies.
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The production of red-shifted (Stokes) and blue-shifted (anti-Stokes) photons by inelastic
scattering of light in matter, where the incoming laser photons of energy EL = h¯ωL may lose
or gain energy in the form of atomic vibrations (phonons) of energy Eq, is known as Raman
scattering [1, 2] and it is used for characterizing materials properties in materials science
studies [3]. By selecting detection events that happen within a short time interval (fs to ps
range) [4] and symmetrically shifted in frequency from the excitation laser mode, we are able
to identify correlated Stokes-anti-Stokes (SaS ) photon pairs [5]. They come from events in
which the same phonon created in the sample by the Stokes (S ) process is annihilated by the
anti-Stokes (aS ) process [6, 7]. Several recent studies [5, 8–12] explored the production of
SaS pairs through real processes, i.e. when the energy (Raman) shifts εaS and εS correspond
respectively to plus and minus a quantum of vibration Eq in the material (resonant process).
Their main motivation is the potential applications of SaS pairs in quantum information.
The production of SaS photon pairs may occur out of resonance (|εS,aS| 6= Eq, εS = −εaS
for energy conservation), in a process we call virtual SaS, viewed as the photonic counterparts
of superconducting Cooper pairs [13–15]. An analogy between the virtual SaS and photonic
Cooper pairs (PCPs) was then proposed [14], but there is so far no exploration of the
properties akin to those of PCPs [13] and photonic four-wave mixing [16–18].
In the second quantization, any two particle interaction Hamiltonian can be described in
the form [19]
Hˆint =
∑
k1,k2,k3,k4
V (k1,k2,k3,k4) aˆ
†
k4
aˆ†k3 aˆk2 aˆk1 , (1)
where ki labels the quantum states. This Hˆint can be used to describe electron-electron cou-
pling in superconductivity, non-linear photon-photon processes, and any two-particle interac-
tion phenomenon, with the specificities residing in the interaction potential V (k1,k2,k3,k4).
All such processes represent four-wave mixing, although this terminology is generally used
only in the field of optics [20], where V (k1,k2,k3,k4) is associated with a third-order elec-
trical susceptibility.
A billiard-like picture representing such a photon-photon interaction is depicted in Fig-
ure 1(a). This process is implemented experimentally with the incoming laser beam focused
inside a diamond slab of 1.7 mm by a microscope objective of low numerical aperture (NA
= 0.6), and the forward scattered light collimated by another microscope objective of high
NA = 0.9 in a confocal arrangement [21]. The sample is excited with a TL = 200 fs width
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pulsed laser at RL = 76 MHz pulse rate, wavelength λL = 633 nm, and the PCPs are se-
lected by time filtering only S and aS fotons that arrive in two different photon counters
(avalanche photodiodes, APDs) in the same laser pulse (time delay ∆t = 0 [21]). Accidental
coincidences also happen (uncorrelated S and aS fotons measured at ∆t = 0) [22], and they
can be filtered considering the correlated SaS count rate given by
IcorrSaS = ISaS(∆t = 0)− ISaS(∆t 6= 0) , (2)
where the overline indicates average over the measured SaS count rate ISaS(∆t 6= 0), valid
because for coherent fields the normalized second-order correlation function g2(∆t = 0) =
ISaS(∆t = 0)/ISaS(∆t 6= 0) = 1.
Figure 1(b) shows IcorrSaS (black circles) for different values of εS and εaS. A single exper-
imental detection measures the number of S and aS photon pairs reaching the two APDs
at the same time (∆t = 0), counting during 600 s, and the same data point is represented
twice, in both εS and εaS sides of the graphic. Only the S beam is spectrally filtered using
a monochromator (26 cm−1resolution) to simplify the spectral filtering dependence, since
we have already established that the correlated SaS only exists for εS = −εaS [5, 14]. The
accidental coincidences depend whether the aS beam is filtered or not, but this is irrelevant
for the correlated SaS counting.
In Figure 1(c) the black line gives the Raman intensity IS,aS(εS,aS) of the sample, mea-
sured with a spectrometer equipped with a charge coupled device (CCD). The result is
quantitatively consistent with the IS,aS(εS,aS) measured with one APD replacing the CCD
and using the spectrometer as a monochromator. We adopt the usual convention in Raman
spectroscopy, representing the Stokes shift in the plot as positive [εS = −(EL − ES), while
εaS = −(EL−EaS) < 0]. The black-hatched area indicates the Rayleigh spectral region, re-
moved with a notch filter, and the blue- and green-hatched areas in the Stokes side indicate
the ranges of 1st-order and 2nd-order Raman spectral responses, respectively [21].
From panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 1 we conclude that IcorrSaS (εS,aS) is highest for pairs formed
by virtual phonons with |εS,aS| < Eq=0 = 1332 cm−1 [23], dropping significantly once this
first-order Raman peak is crossed. Correlated SaS are also observed, with lower count
rates, between Eq=0 and the second-order (two-phonon scattering, with +q and −q non-
zero momenta) Raman feature at 2Eq = 2500 cm
−1, which comes from a peak at Eq 6=0 ∼
1250 cm−1 in the diamond phonon density of states [23], and it drops again when crossing
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematics showing light-by-light scattering. (b) The black circles span the number of
correlated SaS measured per second, under the excitation power of PL = 40 mW. The error bars
are taken as the sum of sqrt(N) (per second) for ISaS(∆t = 0) and ISaS(∆t 6= 0), where N is the
total number of events observed during 600s accumulation time per data point. The red line is a
fitting to the data considering Eq. 4. (c) The black solid line gives the Raman spectrum.
the second-order Raman peak.
The energy behavior in the correlated SaS efficiency can be explained using Eq. 1 to
investigate the quantum state |ψf〉 of the outgoing correlated SaS, where ki labels the four
photon momenta (see Fig. 1(a)), (i = 1, 2) for the incident (laser) photons and (i = 3, 4) for
the scattered (aS and S ) photons, and aˆki are photon annihilation operators [14]. |ψf〉 =
e−iHintt|ψ0〉 ∼ (1+ iHˆintdt/h¯)|ψ0〉, with |ψ0〉 = |αL〉|00〉, where |αL〉 represents the coherent
laser state, |00〉 the S and aS vacuum state. The correlated SaS are produced mainly with
the same polarization of the incident laser [5], however, for simplicity, we do not consider
polarization here.
The IcorrSaS (εS,aS) is due to spontaneous Raman scattering, driven by the vacuum of phonon,
S and aS photon fields. This is the case because in the maximum (resonant) observed value
of IS(εS = 1332 cm
−1) ∼ 35 kilocounts/s (see Fig. 1(c)), the probability to generate a Stokes
photon in one pulse is 10−4, and much less for aS. The phonon lifetimes (fs to ps range)
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are much shorter than the time-distance between pulses (13 ns), so that the correlated SaS
production happens necessarily within one pulse, which is with a very high probability in
the vacuum state of S photons, of aS photons and of phonons (for diamond Eq is much
higher than the room temperature thermal energy).
The most important aspect in Fig. 1 is the roughly constant correlated SaS rate in en-
ergy, but highly asymmetric with respect to the resonant processes, which take place at
the Raman-active phonon energies Eq=0 and 2Eq 6=0 in the 1st- and 2nd-order scattering pro-
cesses, respectively. The energy dependence of the perturbative photon-photon coupling
V (k1,k2,k3,k4), as obtained in Ref.[14], describes a correlated SaS production rate that
is symmetric with respect to the phonon energy Eq, and it does not fit the data. Other
possibilities, such as losses (e.g. phonon decay), resonant and non-resonant Raman contri-
butions, or quantum interference between the 1st- and 2nd-order Raman processes have also
been considered, but they are not able to fit the data due to the relatively large asymmetry
of the correlated SaS production rate above and below the Raman peak together with the
relatively sharp (in width) and symmetric Raman peak. Therefore, within the perturbative
quantum mechanics framework introduced in Ref. [14] the IcorrSaS dependence on |εS,aS| is in-
explicable. Notice that the results and consequences of the BCS theory of superconductivity
cannot be obtained within a perturbation theory framework based on unpaired unperturbed
electrons, even if summed over all orders.
Akin to the BCS original theory [24], we adopt here the simplified description of the
interaction potential
V (k1,k2,k3,k4) =
 −V0, |εS,aS| < Eq,0, |εS,aS| > Eq, (3)
i.e. a negative constant coupling between two photons when their SaS Raman shift modulus
is less than the energy of a real phonon, and zero elsewhere [25]. Thus, V (k1,k2,k3,k4)
of Eq. 3 implies that correlated SaS are formed in the attractive interaction range. The
virtual particle mediating this interaction exists only during the very short time interval
(<∼10 fs) in which the photons coexist inside the ∼ 3µm focal region of the pump laser
beam, in a genuine photon-photon collision conserving energy and momentum. As for the
familiar BCS Cooper pairs, photons deviated by energies corresponding to positive values
of V (k1,k2,k3,k4) interact repulsively and we empirically conclude that they do not form
correlated SaS. We may write the Raman shift dependence of the correlated SaS production
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rate as [21]
IcorrSaS = ∆k|α2LV0
TL
h¯
|2RL , (4)
for |εS,aS| < Eq, where |αL|2 is the number of pump laser photons per pulse (1.8 × 109
for PL = 40 mW), ∆k is the spectral collection obtained experimentally from the ratio
between the monochromator resolution and the total scattering range of non-zero potential
(1332 cm−1 for 1st-order and 2500 cm−1 for 2nd-order). Solid angle is not considered here
because, as shown later, the correlated SaS cross the sample without momentum scattering.
Since the interaction is mediated by phonons, the value of V0 is proportional to the electron-
phonon scattering efficiency squared M2q [14], and it can be obtained directly from the
Raman scattering intensity IS ∝ M2q , then |V 1st,2nd0 | = C1st,2ndA1st,2ndS , where A1st,2ndS is
the area below the Stokes 1st- and 2nd-order Raman peaks, obtained experimentally from
Fig. 1(c). IcorrSaS (εS,aS) according to Eq. 4 is shown by the red solid line in Fig. 1(b), with
the fitting parameters C1st = 5.75 × 10−22 and C2nd = 3.35 × 10−21, in units of [ eV·cm·s],
adjusting the intensity levels below and above 1332 cm−1.
Another interesting property of the emerging correlated SaS is given by momentum con-
servation (or photonic phase matching), where the billiard-like physics resulting from this
interaction may be probed analyzing the transverse spatial correlation of the pairs, as de-
picted in Figure 2. The angular spread of the scattered photons is analyzed by limiting the
solid angle collected by the detection system with the help of a circular aperture (iris) of
variable radius r, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(a).
Typically, photons ricochet in all directions when they scatter against phonons, resulting
in an intensity profile for the Raman effect with a deviation from the forward propagation
direction of the incident laser beam [26]. This is evidenced by the steady growth of the
count rate of scattered aS and S photons as a function of the iris aperture shown by the
red and blue crossed-circles respectively in Fig. 2(b).
In contrast, the non-resonant correlated SaS count (green stars in Fig. 2(b)) inherits the
same spatial profile defined by the excitation laser (green crossed-circles in Fig. 2(b)), drop-
ping significantly only when the iris is closed below r = 2 mm. For resonant SaS, where
accidental coincidences are significant, IcorrSaS (open black stars) follows the laser dependence,
while accidental coincidences (filled black stars) follow the unpaired aS and S photons ten-
dency. Therefore, although the accidental coincidences are correlated in time, they belong
to uncorrelated scattering processes, in other words, they are not correlated SaS. The corre-
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FIG. 2. (a) Angular spread for inelastic scattered light emerging after crossing a diamond slab,
analyzed by re-collimating the scattered rays with a confocal lens and selectively blocking the
outer rays with a variable radius aperture r (iris). (b) Normalized iris aperture dependence for:
the unpaired S intensities (red crossed-circles); unpaired aS intensities (blue crossed-circles); non-
interacting excitation laser (green crossed-circles); time correlated SaS photon pairs (green and
black stars). The unpaired S and aS signals are collected at the real Raman peak energies (εS,aS =
±1332 cm−1). The SaS correlated photons are collected both at the Raman peak energy (εS,aS =
±1332 cm−1, open and filled black stars) and outside (εS,aS = ±900 cm−1, green stars), to select
SaS pairs created by real and virtual phonons, respectively. For the real SaS we plot separately the
true coincidences (correlated SaS, open symbols) and the accidental coincidences (filled symbols).
The total counts ISaS(∆t = 0) (not shown) falls in between the two. The inset plots the ratio
between the unpaired S and aS intensities measured at εS,aS = ±1332 cm−1. Solid lines are fitting
to the data.
lated SaS cross the material following the same path as the noninteracting incident laser – a
phenomenon analogous to the transfer of amplitude profile in spontaneous parametric down
conversion (SPDC) [21, 27–29], a hint for establishing photonic supercurrent behavior.
The data in Fig. 2(b) can be fitted considering a Gaussian distribution of the scattered
intensities (solid lines [21]). Regarding the real aS data (blue crossed-circles in Fig. 2(b)),
good fits are obtained considering a sum of two Gaussian distributions. This phenomenon
is better visualized considering the intensity ratio IS/IaS between the unpaired S and aS
signals, shown in the inset to Fig. 2(b). This ratio provides a figure of merit for both
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FIG. 3. (a) Correlated SaS rate IcorrSaS as a function of excitation laser power (PL). The black circles
following the solid line are measurements for diamond with a Raman shift of εS,aS = ±900 cm−1.
For PL = 20 mW and 40 mW (see open circles), I
corr
SaS are also obtained at three different Raman
shifts - namely ±1700 cm−1 (above Eq=0), ±900 cm−1 (below Eq=0) and ±1332 cm−1 (at Eq=0),
from lower to higher IcorrSaS values, respectively. The right axis is the calculated interaction energy ∆
stemming from the count rate. The dashed line is the expected interaction energy for the twisted
bilayer graphene, estimated from the enhancement in SaS processes relative to diamond obtained
in Ref. 7. (b) IcorrSaS (εS,aS = ±2070 cm−1) as a function of the relative Raman cross-section above
εS,aS , for different hydro-carbons and water, all measured with PL ∼ 30 mW. The relative Raman
cross-sections are estimated from the squared Raman peak area, A2Raman. All matrix elements and
correlated SaS rates are taken as compared to the highest measured matrix element (cyclo-hexane).
the thermally and the correlated SaS generated aS signals playing a role in the observed
scattering [7]. The significant decay in IS/IaS for r < 2 mm demonstrates the aS Raman
signal is dominated by the correlated SaS in the low scattering angle region, providing a
spatial-filter technique to reject uncorrelated S and aS signals.
Interestingly, the demonstration of momentum and energy conservation in this light-by-
light scattering process is straightforward for each correlated SaS pair [14], while electronic
Cooper pairs exist as a collective state inside superconductors, defying any attempts to
address each pair individually. On the other hand, photon-photon interactions mediated
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by vacuum fluctuations are notoriously faint – for instance, in the Atlas experiments, such
interactions are observable, but only under very special conditions [30], in the really very
high energies regime. As a result, the number of observed correlated SaS is extremely
small, approximately one pair for every 1015 incident photons. We here observe a rate of
approximately 20 correlated SaS per second for Raman shifts below 1300 cm−1 in Fig. 1(b).
This rate is proportional to the interaction energy, which is the main energy scale that will
determine if other analogous effects related to superconductivity will be observable. We
estimate the interaction energy for photons scattered by diamond phonons at a Raman shift
of εS,aS = ±900 cm−1 from the transition probability p = |∆|2dt2/h¯2 [21], where ∆ = V0|αL|2
is the transition amplitude [14]. We conclude that ∆ >∼ 10µeV and then estimate an average
attractive interaction energy V0 ≈ 10 feV for diamond under our experimental conditions.
Considering the dependence of the interaction ∆ with the laser power (PL = |αL|2h¯ωLRL),
in Fig. 3(a) we estimate how large this interaction strength may become if a more intense
laser is used. The rate of pair production (filled circles) is proportional to the squared laser
power (P 2L), but with the absolute value depending on whether the frequency shift is below,
at or above the phonon resonance (see open circles measured at two different PL values).
Another parameter that may be explored in order to enhance ∆ is the efficiency of the
Raman scattering Mq. The intensity of pairs should, therefore, be also proportional to the
squared Raman peak area A2Raman. We confirm this relationship by plotting I
corr
SaS (εS,aS =
±2070 cm−1) as a function of the experimentally obtained A2Raman above εS,aS in different
hydrocarbons and water (see Fig. 3(b)). The listed materials are chosen here because they
all exhibit a Raman peak near 2900 cm−1 (C-H and O-H vibrations) and no other Raman
scattering contribution down to ∼ 2070 cm−1. The observation of ISaS(εS,aS) ∝ A2Raman in
different materials is an ultimate proof that phonons are indeed responsible for the photon-
photon scattering.
For completeness, we have measured the εS,aS dependence of I
corr
SaS (εS,aS) for one liquid
(decane, not shown) and, consistently, we could not observe correlated SaS above the highest
frequency Raman mode at ∼ 2900 cm−1. Therefore, the IcorrSaS (εS,aS) asymmetry with respect
to the phonon energy holds for both solids and liquids, indicating the universality of the
correlated SaS phenomenon. The fact that virtually any transparent medium will generate
pairs suggests that the photon pairs may be tailored in all its properties, such as energy,
polarization, momentum and phase, by suitable choices of materials. Moreover, the input
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light source may be of any kind, as long as it is strong enough to actually generate pairs,
and the consequences of the supercurrent analogy will serve as basis for new application
proposals. The simplest of these consequences is the iris experiment (Fig.2), which shows
the S and aS photons crossing the material without the spread usually observed in light-
phonon scattering. Similarly, there could be no spread in propagation time. Like in electronic
superconductivity, these entanglement-derived properties should be a source of photonic
state stability.
In our diamond experiment, typical orders of magnitude for the laser energy EL, real
phonon energies Eq, and transition amplitude ∆ are 1 eV, 0.1 eV and 10
−5 eV, respectively.
Shen et al. [13] identify the phonon energy as the superconducting gap. We speculate that
if a transition amplitude ∆ reaches the phonon Eq or the photon EL energies, new physical
phenomena may happen. Specifically, the relation between the formation of the pairs and
the vibration of the material points in the direction of using this technique to explore the
material’s properties beyond the information provided by standard intensity measurements.
A more radical rupture would be the observation of speed of light renormalization, lending
photons some finite mass, which would be central to the prediction of what collective bosonic
condensate state (photonic liquid) might emerge.
More efficient Raman scattering is needed in order to explore the meaning and usefulness
of ∆. For instance, a coincidence rate increase by a factor of 390 for resonant SaS pairs was
obtained in twisted bilayer graphene by engineering van Hove singularities [31]. This may
lead to interactions of the order of meV, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3(a). Clearly,
other experimental studies and a microscopic theory are needed for further advances.
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